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Chapter 4

CA Organization
and Functions

Before the establishment of the Civil Affairs/Military Government
Branch as a United States Army Reserve Branch on 17 August
1955, dedicated civilian volunteers filled the void. Since the
redesignation to the Civil Affairs Branch on 2 October 1959, CA
specialists have continued to enhance the traditions of expertise
and professionalism. CA personnel have been tasked to provide
assistance to commanders in a broad spectrum of activities
ranging from liaison to the assumption of executive, legislative,
and judicial processes in occupied or liberated areas.

ACTIVE AND RESERVE COMPONENT CA FROCES
To meet the U.S. Army’s increased need for a needs of the Army, the LTOE structure has been
mobile-ready CA element, the Army established an AC
CA unit. Some operational headquarter G5 sections
are staffed with active duty CA officers who are
functional area 39C qualified. However, the majority of
CA forces are in the RC. The personnel of the USAR
CA Branch are designated 38A. USAR forces support
joint and combined military activities, as required,
throughout the operational continuum. Although CA
forces are part of ARSOF, they support GP forces, as
well as other SOF. USAR CA units are regionally
oriented and CAPSTONE aligned. The AC CA unit is
globally oriented and is aligned with the USASOC.

CA Organization
In an effort for these units to better meet the needs of
their respective supported headquarters and the total

developed. See Figure 4-1, page 4-2.

CA Command
The senior CA unit in a theater is normally a CA
command aligned to the A. The CA command’s
mission is to plan, manage, and conduct CA operations
that support the TA commander. The CA command
may command attached CA units and provide staff
support to a SOC, other component services, and joint
theater staff as required. The CA command employs its
organic CA plans, programs, and policy team to
provide a CMO staff element for the unified command.
(See discussion below on CA support teams.)
Subunified command, component service headquarters,
and functional command CMO staffs may be
augmented from the assets of the CA command or
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separate support teams. CA commands also have an government, economic, public facilities, and special
organic language team. All 20 CA functional functions teams. Figure 4-2, page 4-3, shows the
specialties are contained in the command’s command’s structure and capabilities.
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CA Brigade or corps. It may command attached CA units and
The CA brigade’s mission is to plan, manage, and provide staff support to other component services and
conduct CA operations in support of a TA, TAACOM, joint theater staff as required. When a CA brigade is
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designated the senior CA unit in a theater, it is aligned senior CA unit in theater. Like the CA command, the CA
to the TA and assumes the duties of a CA command. A brigade has an organic language team and functional
support team (CA plans, programs, and policy team) is teams that contain all 20 CA functional specialties.
added to the brigade’s organization when it is the Figure 4-3 shows the brigade’s structure and capabilities.

communications, public health, civil defense, public
works and utilities, and language assistance. It supports
planning and coordination of CA and FNS operations
for its supported unit(s). Figure 4-4, page 4-5, shows
this battalion’s structure and capabilities.

CA Battalion (GP)
The mission of the CA battalion (GP) is to plan and
conduct CA operations in support of a division, a
COSCOM, or an ASG. It provides public
administration, DC, civilian supply, public
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CA Battalion (DS)
The mission of the CA battalion (DS) is to plan and
conduct CA operations in support of a division,

COSCOM, or ASG in the European theater. It performs
basic CA operations. If this unit does not receive
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additional personnel, operational-level CA units having Figure 4-5 shows this battalion’s structure and
the required functional specialties must perform CMO. capabilities.
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CA Battalion (FID/UW) SOC, headquarters SF group, or headquarters CA
The mission of the CA battalion (FID/UW) is to plan, command. This battalion is designed to support U.S.
organize, and conduct CA operations in support of FID Army SF. Its structure and capabilities are shown in
and UW missions. It is assigned to the TA, theater Figure 4-6.

CA Battalion (GS)
The mission of the CA battalion (GS) is to plan and group, headquarter CA command, JTF, or JSOTF as
conduct CA operations in support of other special required. Figure 4-7, page 4-8, shows this battalion’s
operations. It is assigned to the TA, headquarters SF structure and capabilities.
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CMO STAFF
The ACofS, G5 is the principal staff assistant to the
commander in all matters concerning the political,
social, cultural, and economic aspects of military
operations. The G5 acts as a liaison between the
military forces, civil authorities, and people in the AO.
The principal duties and responsibilities of the G5 staff
officer are advising, assisting, and making
recommendations that relate to CA operations. In
fulfilling those responsibilities the G5 staff officer—

Prepares plans and recommends policies and
procedures for CA activities.
Prepares estimates, prepare training guidance to
subordinate elements (see Appendix A), and
conducts studies, assessments, and analyses for
CA activities.
Prepares the CA annexes and supporting plans to
include a variety of overlays as required.
Determines CA unit and personnel needs.
Exercises staff supervision over CA units
attached or under the OPCON of the command
and over CA activities in the command.
Coordinates the procurement of local resources
and FNS for military operations.
Recommends command policy concerning
obligations to the population in the AO and
obligations relative to treaties, agreements,
international law, and U.S. policies.
Advises on matters concerning the civil
populace, local government, institutions,
economy, and economic resources available for
military use.
Supports tactical and CSS operations and
minimizes civilian interference with these
operations.
Supervises community relations for the command
in theaters of operations.
Coordinates military support of PRC programs.
Advises on the effect of friendly nuclear and
chemical weapons use and the effect of enemy
NBC weapons use on the civilian populace.

Evaluates the effects of enemy and friendly
PSYOP efforts on the local populace.
Establishes and maintains close and continuing
liaison with other USG agencies.
Supervises CA training in the command.
Coordinates military intelligence portions of CA
activities with the ACofS, G2.
Advises, assists, and coordinates with host
governments, civil organizations, and allied
armed forces as necessary.
Assists the MP in processing and reorienting
enemy defectors and EPWs and relocating and
settling bona fide DCs.
Helps demobilize friendly partisan elements at
the end of hostilities.

The G5’s relationship with other coordinating staff
officers is discussed fully in FM 101-5.
CA Support Teams
Some support teams are organic to CA units. For
example, the CA plans, programs, and policy team and
CA language team are found in CA commands and
brigades. Based on mission requirements other CA
teams can be added to TOE organizations for staff or
language support. There are four support teams. See
Figure 4-8, page 4-10. They provide CA operational
and language support. Support teams provide support
to the headquarters of a functional command,
components of a unified or subunified command, or to
a JTF. In addition, these support teams may be used in
an area support role to conduct liaison, coordination,
and FNS activities for the TA or TASOSC. The support
teams are discussed below.
The CA operational planning team is a five-person
team. Subunified and theater service headquarters
receive supplemental CMO staff in this form.
The CA tactical planning team is a five-person team
providing CMO staff for corps brigades and functional
commands.
The CA plans, programs, and policy team is a
10-person team. It provides CMO staff support to a
unified command headquarters, a specified command
headquarters, or a subunified command headquarters.
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The CA language team is a 12-person team. This team
provides the supported unit with language capabilities
for the assigned region. The CA battalion (FID/UW)
requires augmentation by this team, Teams are assigned
according to TOEs. Capabilities and responsibilities
include—

Maintaining the technical language capability to
meet mission requirements.
Interpreting conversational exchanges between
non-English-speaking personnel and U.S. forces.
Translating non-English documents into English
and vice versa.
Training other personnel in basic language skills.

CA Organization for Operations
The LTOE structure allows CA commanders to task
organize for specific missions. CA commanders have

the ability to resource specific CA mission
requirements with additional functional specialty
capabilities in their commands. CA units should be
tailored prior to employment. This tailoring depends on
the METT-T.

CA Support Relationships
CA units are CAPSTONE aligned and regionally
oriented. A CA unit may be oriented toward several
different countries within its region. The various
environments within a region may span the operational
continuum. For example, CA forces may support
conventional operations within a country at war. They
simultaneously support HA in bordering countries and
assist in FID in another country.
For more information concerning CA employment,
see Chapter 9.
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CA FUNCTIONS AND CAPABILITIES
Army CA units are able to support all services, to include CAGs. CA units and CMO staff elements have the
USMC, even though the Marine Corps has two reserve capabilities shown in Figure 4-9 for their targeted region.
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Level of CA Expertise
Personnel assigned to CA positions, whether AC or
RC, require extensive schooling, both military and
civilian. CA personnel must know joint and Army
doctrine, structure, operations, and basic survival skills.
They must also have the civilian expertise required for
their assigned duty position. In addition, CA personnel
must have the attributes of integrity, diplomacy,
judgment, and maturity; be physically fit; maintain
high proficiency in soldier basic combat skills; and
exercise sound common sense. While possessing all the
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above, CA personnel must stay abreast of the changing
cultural, political, economic, informational, and
military conditions of the region assigned. Where
required, they must also develop and maintain a foreign
language capability.

Area Expertise
Planners must establish and maintain clear mission area
priorities for employing CA units that are consistent
with national objectives and theater priorities. CA units
must maintain individual and unit readiness to conduct
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CA missions in their assigned region on short notice.
CA personnel must develop and maintain regional
expertise through continuing education, country
studies, and where applicable, in-country unit training,
to include area assessments and surveys. (See
Appendix B.)
CA Functional Specialties
The AC has a basic capability in some of the functional
specialty tasks; however, it cannot maintain the high
degree of CA skills required for all CA operations.
Most CA operations require specific civilian skills that
the RC can best maintain (Figure 4-10). Within each
specialty, technically qualified individuals advise and
assist the commander and assist or direct their civilian
counterparts. Such factors as workload, special
qualifications, and experience provide the basis for
tasking.
Language
Linguistic ability appropriate to the AO is essential to
CA operations. Personnel assigned to CA organizations
should have basic language skills.
CA Generalists
Active duty CA staff personnel and personnel assigned
to DS tactical units are CA generalists. These personnel

are CA qualified but normally lack a specific
functional specialty expertise. When employed, CA
generalists support the maneuver commander’s
immediate needs by supervising or conducting CMO
that support the tactical mission. The ability to
communicate with local civilians is a critical skill for
CA generalists. Their estimate of the situation is
critical to effective CMO. A CA generalist-prepared
area assessment or survey lets CA specialists complete
detailed planning for CMO that other forces will
conduct. CA generalists usually plan and supervise the
execution of PRC and can assist in DC operations.

CA Specialists
CA specialists must have a complete knowledge of
CSS operations and be familiar with the organization
and SOPs of the supported units. CA specialists are the
most experienced CA personnel. They must have the
political knowledge to support national-level planning.
They must be area oriented and able to participate in
deliberate and crisis action joint planning. They must
have a thorough understanding of national policies and
procedures. These specialists are normally found in the
CA command’s headquarters, CA brigades, and CA
battalion (GP).
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